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Abstract

In the last decades, a possible influence of electromagnetic fields of seismic origin in the ionosphere–magnetosphere

transition region has been reported in the literature. In recent years, a few space experiments also revealed anomalous

bursts of charged particles precipitating from the lower boundary of the inner radiation belt. They were thought to be

caused by low-frequency seismo-electromagnetic emissions. A recent study [Aleksandrin et al., 2003. Annales

Geophysicae 21, 597–602] seems to confirm that these particle bursts have a short-term preseismic character. The

particle longitudinal drift should enhance the detectability of preseismic particle bursts, thus magnifying their

importance in earthquake prediction studies. This paper takes into consideration the method introduced by

Aleksandrin et al. (2003) to carry out a deeper investigation on the subject. In this sense, a method for the temporal

correlation between continental earthquakes with MX5:0 and anomalous particle bursts collected by the PET-

SAMPEX satellite mission is critically investigated and presented here. Several constraints and cuts have been applied

to data in order to exclude, from the correlation, charged particles collected inside the SAA region and/or during

ionospheric and magnetospheric perturbations caused by non-seismic sources. After the data have been detrended by

these effects, a short-term seismic precursor of �4 h is observed in the histogram of the time difference between the time

occurrence of earthquakes and that of particle burst events. The best correlation is obtained only when considering

high-energy electrons (EX4MeV) with pitch angles near the loss cone. Such a result confirms previous ones but also

points out the importance of an ad hoc method of analysis. Results suggest the importance of coordinated and

simultaneous ground-based and space investigations specifically dedicated to the subject. Also, a deeper investigation

based on particle data prepared and analyzed as carefully as possible is requested to understand the physical

mechanisms underlying the phenomenon under study.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, interest has been increasing in the so-

called seismo-electromagnetic perturbations consisting

of broad-band (from EDC to a few tens of MHz)

electromagnetic (EM) disturbances observed into the

near-Earth’s space, before, during, and after an earth-

quake (EQ). Characteristics and detectability of these

perturbations have a very interesting and promising

nature as a short-term EQ predictor. To detail such an

indication, we outline in this section the main observa-

tions and models on the subject.

Ground-based measurements revealed slow electro-

telluric and magnetic field variations (Johnston and

Mueller, 1987; Varotsos et al., 1993) as well as

preseismic ground potentials. The latter are generated

as streaming potentials when saline water moving

through porous rocks entrains ionic charges (Bernabé,

1998; Draganov et al., 1991), or through stress applied

to rocks containing or not piezoelectric minerals as

quartz (Bishop, 1981; Varotsos et al., 1997; Freund,

2002). The transmission of substantial stress over large

distances has been debated (Geller, 1996; Sgrigna et al.,

2002a; Sgrigna and Malvezzi, 2003).

Ground low-frequency (ULF/ELF) electromagnetic

emission (EME) signals have also been documented in

connection with relevant earthquakes (Kopytenko et al.,

1993; Fraser-Smith et al., 1994; Ohta et al., 2001;

Ismaguilov et al., 2001) and preliminary, though not

exhaustive, explanations have been reported on the

subject (Park et al., 1993; Merzer and Klemperer, 1997;

Molchanov and Hayakawa, 1998; Surkov, 1999; Haya-

kawa et al., 2000).

More, in general, observations of local ground-based

seismo-electromagnetic emissions (SEME) have been

obtained on a larger (ULF–HF) frequency band (see, in

addition to the above-mentioned authors, also Warwick

et al., 1982; Oike and Ogawa, 1986; Johnston, 1997; Bella

et al., 1998; Uyeda et al., 1999; Eftaxias et al., 2003).

Space observations of atmospheric and ionospheric

perturbations over seismic regions have been reported

and discussed on the occasion of several strong earth-

quakes (Gokhberg et al., 1989; Larkina et al., 1989;

Parrot and Mogilevsky, 1989; Bilichenko et al., 1990;

Serebryakova et al., 1992; Parrot et al., 1993; Chmyrev

et al., 1997; Rodger et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2000; Pulinets

et al., 2000; Hayakawa et al., 2002). Some authors

dealing with statistical analysis of these space data gave

indication to use caution on the subject (Henderson et

al., 1993; Molchanov et al. 1993; Parrot 1999).

The above ground-based measurements, space ob-

servations, and related theoretical speculations, together

with laboratory experiments (Nitsan, 1977; Yoshida et

al., 1997; Freund, 2003) suggest different possible

scenarios for the generation and propagation mechan-

isms of the broad-band seismo-electromagnetic pertur-
bations (see also Dobrovolsky et al., 1989; Guo et al.,

1994; Fenoglio et al., 1995; Molchanov et al., 1995;

Teisseyre, 1997; Grimalsky et al., 1999; Sorokin et al.,

2001; Gershenzon and Bambakidis, 2001; Fujinawa et

al., 2002; Freund, 2003; Molchanov et al. 1993; Pulinets

et al., 2000; Hayakawa et al., 2002). One of such

scenarios is to consider these perturbations as due to

SEME waves generated by preseismic sources and

transmitted into the near-Earth space. Another one is

to interpret EM disturbances as a secondary effect

produced by other mechanisms induced by seismic

activity.

On the basis of standard dilatancy–diffusion and

crack-avalanche models (Myachkin et al., 1975), most of

the investigators consider reasonable to assume the

increasing and concentrating stress at depth in the fault

asperity (preparation focal area) as a cause of the

anelastic volumetric increase (dilatancy) of a relatively

small portion of rock, and consequent rock dislocation

and microfracturing.

As a result of these preseismic phenomena at depth,

ground tilt and strain changes and electric and EM field

variations are observed at the Earth’s surface as a

consequence of the field propagation from the hypocen-

tral source, through the relatively highly elastic and

conductive thin upper crust layer. During this propaga-

tion, the higher frequency content of the ULF-HF EME

waves is attenuated and only ULF/ELF EME waves are

supposed to reach the Earth’s surface and enter into the

near-Earth space, where they cause perturbations (total

electron content (TEC) changes, ionospheric motions,

joule heating, etc.) in the atmosphere and ionosphere

(Molchanov et al., 1995; Ohta et al., 2001).

It has been shown (Areshidze et al., 1992; Bella et al.,

1995; Guo et al., 1994; Molchanov and Hayakawa,

1998) that rock microfracturing releases gas (radon,

helium) and causes electrical conductivity changes as a

function of microcrack number and dimension and of

pore fluids redistribution (saline pore fluids motion may

cause the formation of intergranular water film).

Recently, it has been proposed that also dry rocks can

become a source of highly mobile electronic charge

carriers, which increase the electric conductivity and

may propagate through the rock as a charge cloud

(Freund, 2002).

Fair weather currents have also been proposed to

justify variations in the atmospheric conductivity

profiles (Pulinets et al., 2000). Preseismic changes of

the tropospheric conductivity profiles have also been

associated with modifications of the spectral content of

ELF-VLF radio noise during lightning discharges

(Hayakawa et al., 2002). Molchanov et al. (1993), and

Blanc (1985) demonstrated that EM disturbances

observed in the upper atmosphere can also be the result

of acoustic-gravity waves (AGW) in the ionospheric

lower boundary due to seismic waves propagation.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation in a meridian plane of the

trajectories of charged particles trapped by the geomagnetic

field lines. (1) Earthquake hypocentral ‘‘dilatant’’ area, where

preseismic EME waves are emitted during the earthquake

preparation, (2) EME-waves propagation from the preparation

focal area to the ionosphere, (3) ionospheric interaction region,

(4) geomagnetic field lines, (5) stationary trajectory of trapped

particles, (6) stationary lower boundary of the radiation belt,

(7) mirror points lowering, and (8) particle bursts precipitation

and consequent longitudinal drift.
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From all the above-reported results, local deforma-

tion field, rock dislocation and microfracturing, gas

emission, fluid diffusion, charged particle generation

and motion, electrokinetic, piezomagnetic and piezo-

electric effects, fair weather currents, quasi-electrostatic

and EM channels of lithosphere–ionosphere interactions

are the possible sources of preseismic EM perturbations.

The generation mechanisms and the propagation of

these perturbations as well as their nature are out of the

scope of the present paper, which is mainly focused in

looking for the effects they produce in the radiation belt

particles. Low-Earth-orbit (LEO) satellite observations

seem to confirm the above-illustrated scenarios. Indeed,

preseismic changes of electric and magnetic fields

(Molchanov et al.1993; Parrot, 1994; Rodger et al.,

1999) and of ionospheric plasma temperature and

density (Parrot and Mogilevsky, 1989; Parrot et al.,

1993; Chmyrev et al., 1997) have been observed from a

few minutes to several hours prior to EQs of moderate

or strong magnitude (generally greater than 4.0).

A relatively new result is that preseismic EM

disturbances produced in a seismic area with one of

the above-described mechanism, are thought to reach

the inner Van Allen radiation belt, where they may

interact with trapped particles (Galperin et al., 1992). In

confirmation of this hypothesis, in the last two decades,

a very interesting and new phenomenon has been

observed in the ionosphere–magnetosphere transition

region. It consists of anomalous particle fluxes detected

by several space experiments and reconciled with the

EQs occurrence (Galper et al., 1989; Voronov et al.,

1990; Aleshina et al., 1992; Pustovetov and Malyshev,

1993). These particle fluxes are characterized by an

anomalous short-term and sharp increase of high-energy

particle counting rates (CRs). In the following, they are

referred to as ‘‘particle bursts’’ (PBs). Most of PBs have

been collected near the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA)

at altitudes generally between about 400 and 1200 km,

by several satellites (Pustovetov and Malyshev, 1993;

Ginzburg et al.,1994; Galper et al., 1995).

Larkina et al. (1989), and more recently, Sgrigna et

al.(2002b) and Aleksandrin et al. (2003) also made

attempts to confirm the preseismic character of these

PBs, by using PBs–EQs statistical correlations, and

under the hypothesis that preseismic ULF/ELF EME

wave-trapped particle interaction may cause the pre-

cipitation of radiation belt electrons and protons.

With this purpose in mind several authors (Aleshina

et al.,1992; Galperin et al., 1992; Galper et al., 1995;

Krechetov, 1996) proposed that in a certain portion of

the ionosphere–magnetosphere transition zone such a

low frequency content of SEME radiation (from �DC

to some hundred Hz) can propagate as Alfven waves

along the geomagnetic field lines. Near the radiation belt

boundary, the waves may resonantly interact with

trapped particles (electrons and protons from a few
MeV to several tens of MeV) causing particle precipita-

tion as a result of pitch angle diffusion. The lower limit

of the above-mentioned portion of the ionosphere–mag-

netosphere transition zone (i.e., the altitude where

preseismic ULF/ELF EME waves are captured in the

geomagnetic field lines and, then, propagate as Alfven

waves along these lines up to the inner radiation belt)

has been estimated from PBs space observations and

resulted to be around 300–500 km (Aleksandrin et al.,

2003). A qualitative representation of this model is

presented in Fig. 1.

Lifetime of PBs longitudinal drift is determined by the

particle loss rate during particle interaction with the

residual atmosphere of the Earth, and a lifetime of the

order of several tens of minutes is obtained for electrons

and protons of several tens of MeV (Walt, 1994). During

this time, particles (drifting longitudinally) may move

around the Earth along the L-shell corresponding to the

EME ground source location (Aleshina et al., 1992;

Galper et al., 1995). This is a crucial factor for a possible

use of preseismic PBs as an EQ predictor, since the

longitudinal drift makes the PB detection easier by

particle detectors installed on board satellites. Another

important factor is the opposite drift direction of

positive and negative charged particles, which in

principle could allow the location of EME wave–particle

interaction zone (i.e., the PBs space source location)

to be identified. Indeed, the above-reported LEO
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observations seem to confirm the possibility to detect

these PBs caused by ULF SEME.

Also VLF EM waves were observed from Intercos-

mos-24 satellite measurements (Molchanov et al., 1993).

Data collected by this mission demonstrated that ULF

emissions of �0.2 nT can penetrate through the iono-

sphere and interact with energetic protons of 0.5–5MeV

near the magnetic equatorial plane. As a consequence of

this cyclotron interaction, the proton distribution

function can become unstable for Cherenkov radiation

of VLF waves in the frequency interval 0.1–20 kHz

(Krechetov, 1996).

Nevertheless, there is still an open debate about the

mechanism to be invoked in order to justify the entire

phenomenon under study and, in particular, whether the

very low amplitude ULF/ELF EM waves may reach the

inner Van Allen radiation belt and cause the above-

mentioned coupling phenomena. In fact, the electric and

magnetic components of these EME waves are estimated

to be of only some fraction of mV/m(Hz)1/2 and of some

fraction of nT/(Hz)1/2 or less, respectively (Parrot et al.,

1993).

But, as previously mentioned, both experimental

evidence from several space missions and longitudinal

drift character of precipitating PBs suggest a very

exciting opportunity to detect preseismic PBs not only

over seismic areas, but also at different longitudes along

the perturbed L-shell. This enhances the PB detectability

and its use as EQ precursor.

We think that this fascinating possibility demands

further investigations on the subject. For this purpose,

ground and space simultaneous and coordinated mea-

surements must be carried out on the basis of informa-

tion inferred from the above-reported results. Within this

framework, multi-instrument and dedicated space mis-

sions with suitable orbital and instrumental character-

istics are necessary and, in particular, a valid and ad hoc

method for PBs–EQs correlation must be accomplished.

For this purpose, three space projects have been

proposed in recent times: the DEMETER, ARINA, and

ESPERIA missions. The polar mission DEMETER

(Parrot, 2002) has been developed by the French Space

Agency (CNES) and is more oriented to wave investiga-

tion. On the contrary, the polar ARINA experiment

(Sgrigna et al., 2002b) is only devoted to particle

measurements, and has been realized jointly by the

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute (MEPhI) and the

University of Rome, ‘‘Tor Vergata’’ (Picozza, 2003).

ESPERIA is an equatorial mission planned and

designed on the basis of a Phase A Study (Sgrigna,

2001) for the Italian Space Agency (ASI) and may be

considered as a second generation of the DEMETER

concept.

Aleksandrin et al. (2003) first pointed out a possible

PBs–EQs correlation, which gave useful indications on a

possible short-time (a few hours) preseismic character of
PBs. They performed data analysis on particle data

collected from space experiments Gamma-1, Maria-2,

Electron, and Proton Electron Telescope (PET) carried

out on board of MIR orbital station and METEOR-3,

GAMMA and SAMPEX satellites, respectively. What is

lacking now is an ad hoc methodology for testing

correlations of similar quality, and a deeper knowledge

of the physical mechanisms underlying the phenomenon

under study.

The aim of the present paper is to give additional,

more detailed, and complementary information to the

promising results of Aleksandrin et al. (2003). At this

purpose an ad hoc method for PBs–EQs spatial and

temporal correlation will be proposed by emphasizing

some critical aspects of data processing and measure-

ment methodology. For comparisons we will apply our

analysis to the same Solar Anomalous and Magneto-

spheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX) level-2 data

(Lennard et al., 2000) already used by Aleksandrin et

al. (2003). In this way, we can also perform a check of

our method and give useful information for its possible

further optimization.

The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3

illustrate the mission characteristics required for the

study and the consequently selected SAMPEX/PET

space experiment and database. In Section 4 are

discussed selection criteria and related cuts applied to

data. The PBs–EQs correlation and relative statistical

significance are performed and discussed in Section 5.

Conclusions are reported in Section 6.
2. Selection of a suitable space mission for the study: the

SAMPEX/PET mission

To perform a suitable PBs–EQs correlation, long time

series of particle data are requested together with EQ

parameters and information on magnetospheric pertur-

bations caused by non-seismic sources. Moreover, it is

reasonable to assume that most of preseismic PBs are

detected by satellites whose orbit ‘‘skims’’ L-shells just

beneath the lower boundary of the inner radiation belt.

Previous results (Aleksandrin et al. 2001) indicate an

orbit between around 500 and 1000 km of altitude as the

most suitable for the study. Besides, high-energy

particles which exhibit a relative long-time longitudinal

drift are required. Previous results (Molchanov et al.,

1993) and simple estimates (Aleshina et al., 1992) also

indicate the use of data collected by a particle detector

for electrons with Ee�45MeV and protons with

Ep+450MeV, an energy resolution better than

5MeV, time resolution less than 15 s, and angular

resolution better than 51. Finally, a large angular

acceptance of the detector is needed to have significant

statistics and to collect particles with pitch angle near

the drift loss cone.
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No dedicated and suitable space mission is available

with these characteristics. Nevertheless, when consider-

ing all the above-listed conditions, only the SAMPEX

NASA satellite, with on board the PET detector, is

found to be an acceptable (though not optimal) mission

for the study.
3. SAMPEX-PET mission and database

The main characteristics of the SAMPEX mission

(Baker et al., 1993; Cook et al., 1993) are reported in

Table 1. The PET instrument consists of an array of

silicon solid-state detectors that identifies electrons and

protons. PET channel Level-2 data available for the

study (Lennard et al., 2000) are reported in Table 2. It

can be seen from Table 2 that in PEN and RNG

channels, electrons and protons are not separated, and

PLE and PHI channels too consist of low-energy

protons (i.e., particle with short-time longitudinal drift).
Table 1

Main characteristics of the SAMPEX/PET mission

Orbit altitude 520–670km

Orbit inclination 821

PET Pointing modes ORR, MORR, 1 RPM (see text)

Time interval under study from July 1992 to December 1999

Table 2

PET channel Level-2 data available for the study

Particles Energy

(MeV)

Geometric

factor (cm2 sr)

Channel

Protons 28–60 1.5 PHI

Protons 19–28 1.65 PLE

Electrons 2–6 1.65 ELO

Electrons 4–15 1.5 EHI

Electrons 4–30 — EWG

Protons 460 0.4 RNG

Electrons 415

Protons 485 0.25 PEN

Electrons 430

Table 3

PBEHI and PBELO catalogues for the four time periods correspond

Pointing mode Period (MM/ DD/YY) # ‘‘Good days’’

ORR 01/24/93–05/26/94 247

MORR (1) 05/27/94–05/07/96 691

1 RPM 05/08/96–05/06/98 677

MORR (2) 05/07/98–12/16/99 543

MORR (1) and MORR (2) identify two different time periods of obs
Moreover, EWG channel exhibits a poor statistic due to

a low geometric factor. Then, only Level-2 PET data

from EHI and ELO channels can be considered for the

study. But EHI channel exhibits a better event statistics

than ELO one and has electrons with greater energy

than those of ELO channel. So, it must be expected that

EHI electrons are the best set of data for our study.

Level-2 PET data consist of CRs integrated over 30 s.

In the following, CRs of electron channels EHI and

ELO are referred to as CREHI or CRELO, respectively.

Unfortunately, particle pitch angle data are unknown

from the PET database where only aPET (angle between

the detector yaw axis and magnetic field direction)

values are reported. This indicates that satellite PET-

pointing modes influence the analysis (see, Tables 1

and 3, and Fig. 2).

As shown in Tables 1 and 3, SAMPEX/PET has

operated with three different pointing programs: origi-

nal Orbit Rate Rotation (ORR), Modified Orbit Rate

Rotation (MORR), and 1 Rotation Per Minute (1

RPM). During the ORR-pointing mode, the PET yaw

axis is substantially radial to the Earth. So, PET may

detect particles with pitch angle in a wide range and, in

particular, also in the loss cone (precipitating particles)

or near it. On the contrary, in the MORR mode, the

detector yaw axis is fundamentally perpendicular to the

geomagnetic field lines, since it was implemented mainly

to study particles with pitch angle near 901 (trapped

particles). Measurements for aPET values far from 901

are performed in periods during which PET yaw axis is

parallel to the geomagnetic field (B), when B40:3G,

and perpendicular to it, when Bo0:3G. Finally, in the 1

RPM mode, the a distribution is flat since the PET yaw

axis, rotating continuously at 1 RPM, allows the particle

detection at any pitch angle value. This is well illustrated

by the four bottom panels of Fig. 2.

As specified in Table 3, CRs PET-data were classified

in four time periods corresponding to the different

pointing modes illustrated above. In Table 3, daily data

collected during optimal device working conditions (here

referred to as ‘‘good days’’) and detected with good

quality flag according with the SAMPEX weekly instru-

ment status report, are reported (http://nssdca.gsfc.nasa.

gov/anon_dir/active/SAMPEX/SAMPEX_OPP.TXT).
ing to the different SAMPEX pointing modes

# CR # CR per day # PBEHI # PBELO

211603 857 1734 1259

373976 541 3957 1848

195187 288 1253 485

179457 330 1628 698

ervation but with the same (MORR) pointing program.

http://nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov/anon_dir/active/SAMPEX/SAMPEX_OPP.TXT
http://nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov/anon_dir/active/SAMPEX/SAMPEX_OPP.TXT
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Fig. 2. Distribution of PET measurements for the different pointing time modes. Data have been collected in the 1:0oLo1:8 interval.

In the top line, the geographic distributions of CRs are reported. In the second and third (bottom) lines, the CRs distributions vs. L-

shell and aPET, respectively are shown.
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The four panels in the top line of Fig. 2 show the

geographic distribution of CRs measurements per-

formed during each pointing mode.

During the MORR (1) mode, a non-homogeneous CRs

geographical distribution due to scanty PET measure-

ments performed in the longitude interval [501–2701] is

evident. PET measurements are further extremely reduced

in this longitudinal interval during the 1 RPM andMORR

(2)-pointing programs. In correspondence with the latter

two periods, an abrupt decrease is observed in the CRs

distribution vs. L, for L �1.0–1.3 (second line of Fig. 2).

The four panels in the bottom line of Fig. 2 clearly confirm

that the aPET distribution is pointing program dependent.

On the basis of all the above mentioned, it is evident

that ORR mode is the most suitable pointing program to

detect the maximum number of precipitating particles.
4. Selection criteria for the EQs and PBs populations to

be correlated

In the following two sub-sections we will detail and

clarify conditions for cuts applied to data in order to

select EQs and PBs populations to be correlated.
4.1. EQs selection

Most of the seismic EME observations reported in the

literature are generally associated with moderate and

strong (MX4:025:0) shallow earthquakes (Pustovetov

and Malyshev, 1993). Then, earthquakes with magni-

tude MX5:0 and hypocentral depth o 100 km (Elitho-

spheric depth) have been selected for the study (USGS,

2003). Moreover, for a more restrictive selection,

oceanic crust earthquakes have been rejected (Oike

and Ogawa, 1986, Galper et al., 1989; Parrot, 1994),

although an absorption of EME waves in the oceanic

water is questionable (Ismaguilov et al., 2001).

Seismic EME wave–particle interaction zone is not yet

exactly predicted by theory. According to Galper et al.

(1995), and Aleksandrin et al. (2001, 2003), we have

assumed that such a zone may extend at altitudes

between �100 and �1200 km. L-shell values corre-

sponding with PBs (LPB) coincide with those of the PET

position. On the contrary, we must estimate L-shell

values corresponding with the interaction zone between

trapped particles and preseismic EME waves (LEME).

For each selected EQ, LEME has been defined by

projecting the hypocentral area at an altitude over the
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Earth’s surface corresponding with the above-assumed

EME wave–particle interaction zone (Pustovetov and

Malyshev, 1993). As a first attempt, we have calculated

LEME by IGRF2000, at a reference altitude z ¼ 400 km,

and have considered such a reference altitude as a

model-dependent and tuneable parameter.

Note that most of the EQs are located in the

equatorial zone within a latitude interval of 7301, and

that a variation of the hypocentral area projection

altitude between 100 and 1200 km results in a corre-

sponding LEME uncertainty (DLEME) of about 0.1.

4.2. PBs selection

As described in the introduction section and also

shown in Aleksandrin et al. (2003), in general PBs are

particle fluxes characterized by an anomalously sharp

increase and time duration of a few ten seconds. That is,

in a sequence of CRs, each one having a duration of 30 s,

we observe a PB as an increase in the number of detected

particles. The duration of this time series of data is

relatively short, since it only consists of several CRs. The

30 s temporal resolution of Level-2 PET-data does not

allow characteristic PB events to be individually

observed. Then, only an anomalous deviation from the

statistical distribution of the 30 s integrated CRs can be

identified. These PB events are defined beginning from

CRs (Table 3) detected at known L-shell and aPET
values.

On the ground of all these considerations, PBs have

been defined with respect to a {L, aPET} daily back-

ground matrix constructed as follows. L-shell and B

values corresponding with each particle detection posi-

tion have been calculated by the IGRF2000. Since most

of the LEME and LPB distributions are included within

L ¼ 1:8 and zones with LEMEo2:0 are mostly supposed

to be affected by EME preseismic waves, we have

restricted our analysis to L-shell values in the interval

1.0–1.8.

Then, we have divided the aPET range (0–1801) into 12

steps of 151 each and the L-shell range (1.0–1.8) into 8

steps of 0.1 each. For each cell of the {L,aPET} matrix,

we have used the daily CR distribution as a reference

background for estimating PBs. The L and aPET step

widths have been defined considering the amplitude of

particle flux changes and the exiguous number of

available daily measurements. Statistical tests performed

on daily CRs pointed out a Poisson distribution of CRs

for each {L,aPET} matrix cell. Therefore, we have

defined PBs as those CRs which assume values greater

than those of the relative {L,aPET} background matrix,

and which probability (p) to be a Poisson fluctuation is

less than an assigned threshold value (we choose

po0:01).
Since the lower boundary of the inner radiation belt

varies with time, it (and in particular the SAA region)
has been determined yearly by the IGRF2000. The SAA

region has been excluded from the study and only data

collected during periods characterized by a geomagnetic

index value Apo20 or in absence of ionospheric

disturbances (SID ¼ 0) have been included in the

analysis. This is in order to separate ionospheric and

magnetospheric perturbations produced by external

sources (sun and cosmic rays) from those caused

by EQs.

The number of PBEHI and PBELO data are reported

in Table 3. In the L ¼ 1:021:8 interval, both PBEHI

and PBELO distributions vs. L agree with the CR’s

ones (Fig. 2 and 3), for the four different SAMPEX/

PET-pointing modes. This seems to indicate that

PBs selection has not introduced evident systematic

errors.
5. PBs–EQs spatial and temporal correlation

As mentioned above, precipitating particles drift

longitudinally around the Earth along a fixed L-shell,

which being not modified by the EME-particle interac-

tion is known through the satellite co-ordinates and

geomagnetic field value. Then, the calculated LPB value

is model independent. On the contrary, also as discussed

in sub-section 4.1, the estimated LEME value is model

dependent.

Due to previous results (Aleksandrin et al., 2003) and

by basing on the possibility that wave–particle interac-

tion may take place within the lower boundary altitude

of the inner radiation belt (ranging between �100 and

1200 km), only data with DL ¼ jLEME2LPBjo0:1 have

been considered for the PBs–EQs correlation (Table 4).

Within this DL ¼ 0:1 interval, LPB values range from

�0.08 to +0.03, since we used z ¼ 400 km as a reference

altitude for the LEME definition.

Then, we calculated the time difference

DT ¼ TEQ2TPB, between the universal times of origin

of EQ (TEQ) and PB (TPB) events, respectively. To

perform a significant statistical analysis (see the follow-

ing section) the PBs–EQs temporal correlation has been

carried out in a time window of DTmax ¼ �3 days,

centered around each PB event.

The precipitated PBs propagating under the radiation

belt experience an increasing scattering with distance,

and this causes a consequent particle diffusion in the

medium (Galper et al., 1989 and Voronov et al., 1990).

Then, according to Galperin et al. (1992) and Aleksan-

drin et al. (2003), a cut was applied to the mirror point

altitude (HMIRR) in order to restrict areas for PBs

acceptance. By considering the SAMPEX orbit altitude

(500–600 km), this cut was assumed as 400 km o
HMIRRo900 km. We estimated HMIRR values by the

IGRF2000 model and averaged them over the whole

time period 1992–1999.
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Table 4

Cuts applied to data for selecting EQs and PBs populations to be correlated

EQ event selection PB event definition

MX5:0 CRs ¼ particle flux measurements integrated over 30 s

Hypocentral depth ho100km CR daily background matrix {L,aPET}:
No EQs in the oceanic crust 1:0pLPBp1:8 (L-step ¼ 0.1)

LEME�Lz¼400 km 01paPETp1801 (aPET � step ¼ 151)

Poissonian cut: po0:01
No measurements in the SAA region

Apo20

SID ¼ 0

EQ–PB correlation

HMIRR � 4002900km

jHMIRRFHSAMPEXj430km

DL ¼ LEME2LPBo0:1
DTMAX ¼ ðTEQ2TPBÞMAX ¼ �3 days

Fig. 3. Geographic distributions of PBEHI (top panels) and PBELO (bottom panels) data in the 1:0oLo1:8 interval and for the four

different pointing modes.
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Moreover, to exclude PBs collected inside the radia-

tion belt (Aleksandrin et al., 2001), a distance greater

than 30 km has been fixed between PBs detection

altitude (HSAMPEX) and HMIRR. This restriction works

near the SAA, the China anomaly (Arkani-Hamed et al.,

1988) and, more in general, in areas where the satellite

trajectory does not tend to skim L-shells, but cuts them.

In Table 4 ,selection criteria and related cuts discussed

above and applied to data for the PBs–EQs correlation

have been summarized.

Finally, to look for a possible maximum peak in the

DT40 region (a positive peak indicates that PB events
statistically precede, in time, EQs occurrence), a

histogram of the DT ¼ TEQ2TPB frequency distribution

has been constructed with data collected during each

PET-pointing mode.

Such a maximum positive peak has been observed

only when considering PBEHI data obtained during the

ORR mode (Fig. 4). In this mode, 1734 PBEHI events

have been selected from 211603 CR counting increments

(see Table 3). This peak is evident near DT ¼ 4h and

includes 31 events. The DT frequency distribution of

Fig. 4 has a standard deviation s ¼ 3:5 and background

mean hNi ¼ 15:5. The confidence level of the peak is 4s
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Fig. 4. Histogram of the DTEQ-PB temporal correlations

between PBEHI and EQs for the ORR PET-pointing mode.

Only during this pointing period, a significant peak is evident at

DT ¼ 4h, demonstrating that only in this case PBs statistically

precede EQs, thus indicating a preseismic character. A time

window of 18 h has been used only for graphical representation.

The horizontal solid and dotted lines indicate the mean

amplitude of each distribution and the mean+2 standard

deviation units, respectively.

Fig. 5. Histogram of the DTEQ-PB temporal correlation between

EQs and PBEHI data (detected at aPETo701 and aPET41101)

for the ORR PET-pointing period. As in Fig. 4, also in this

case, but with a better signal-to-noise ratio, a peak is evident at

DT ¼ 425 h only with data collected during the ORR-pointing

mode, indicating that PBs statistically precede EQs, i.e., PBs

exhibit a preseismic character. The horizontal solid and dotted

lines indicate the mean amplitude of each distribution and the

mean+2 standard deviation units, respectively.
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(i.e., the peak is 4s out of mean) and only this peak

exceeds the level of two standard deviation units (dotted

line in Fig. 4). A bin step (t) of 1 h has been used. For a

better graphical representation, the histogram is re-

ported with a time window of 718 h.

An increase of the peak statistical significance (i.e., of

the signal-to-noise ratio) in the ORR histogram of Fig. 4

has been obtained by excluding from the data charged

particles with aPET � 90o (trapped particles). In Fig. 5,

an example in which such an improvement is obtained

by excluding PBs detected in the aPET range

701oaPETo1101 is reported. In this case, the histogram

of the DT frequency distribution is characterized by two

maximum peaks at DT ¼ 425h (including 25 events),

s ¼ 2:0, and background mean hNi ¼ 4:4. As in Fig. 4,

only these peaks exceed the level of two standard

deviation units. Therefore, 25 PBEHI are connected

with 19 EQs. The maximum peak at DT ¼ 4h (including

14 events) is 4.5s out of mean.

Contrary to the results from ORR data, no correla-

tion is obtained (i.e., no relevant peak is observed) when

considering data collected in the other MORR (1),

MORR (2), and 1 RPM-pointing periods (Fig. 6) or

when taking into account PBELO data. The good

correlation with seismicity obtained only using ORR

PBEHI data confirms results reported in the paper of

Aleksandrin et al. (2003), but also gives an additional

information.

In fact, in our study, results have demonstrated also a

dependence on the particle energy and on the PET yaw
axis position with respect to the geomagnetic field lines.

This is a very important and useful information for

defining a correct detector-pointing mode and particle

selection in future missions. Results obtained here have

shown to be stable under a little variation (lesser than

5%) of applied cuts.
5.1. Statistical considerations on the DT distribution

The confidence level (ns) of the peak in the histogram

of the DT frequency distribution is defined as

ns ¼
NMAX � hNiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

hNi
p , (1)

where n is an integer, s the standard deviation, NMAX

the number of events in the peaks of DT histograms, and

hNi is the average value of the histogram.

The behavior of such a confidence level vs. DL and vs.

z (see, Table 4) has been analyzed in a previous paper

(Aleksandrin et al., 2003). It was found that highest

values of the confidence level (up to six standard

deviations) are obtained when DLj j�0:07. For smaller

jDLj values, a reduction of EQs–PBs correlation events

and, hence, a reduction of the peak amplitude is

observed. Also larger jDLj values (say, greater than

0.5), including into the statistics a greater number of

EQs, increase the background events in the statistics and

produce a decrease of the peak confidence level. These

results, together with considerations reported above,
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Fig. 6. Histograms of the DTEQ2PB temporal correlation between EQs and PBEHI data (detected at aPETo701 and aPET41101) for the

three MORR (1), MORR (2), and 1RPM-pointing periods. Contrary to what obtained with data collected during the ORR period

(Figs. 4 and 5), no correlation is observed in these cases. A time window of 18 h is used only for graphical representation The horizontal

solid and dotted lines indicate the mean amplitude of each distribution and the mean+2 standard deviation units, respectively.
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seem to justify DL cuts shown in Table 4 and applied to

data.

Concerning the optimization of the DT histogram

construction, we have to take into account that the

theoretical data distribution is unknown and the

experimental one is very sensitive to the DT bin

step (t), because of the relatively low statistics. The

background level and the evidence of a temporal

correlation peak are affected by the choice of the

maximum time window (DTmax) between EQs and

PBs events.

To optimize the histogram construction, we used two

statistical methods: the Cross-Validation test (Rudemo,

1982) and the Stability Test (CV-G method) (Simonoff

and Frederic, 1997).

The Cross-Validation test allows to find the optimal t
bin step, for which the experimental histogram f expðxÞt is

close point by point to the true density function f ðxÞ, by

minimizing the integrated squared error:

Z
½f expðxÞt � f ðxÞ2 dx

Z
½f expðxÞt � f ðxÞ2 dx

¼

Z
f 2
expðxÞt dx � 2

Z
f expðxÞtf ðxÞdx þ

Z
f 2
ðxÞdx.

ð2Þ

The first term on the right can be exactly computed as h

is changed; the third term is ignored, since it does not

change with h, whereas the second integral is propor-

tional to the average height of the histogram. It is not

valuable since f ðxÞ is unknown. For the second term,

Rudemo (1982) suggests to costruct N histograms

excluding one datum per time (repeating N times for

each data point) and to average the N histogram
evaluations. Then, expression (2) becomes

Z
f 2
expðxÞt dx �

2

N

XN

i¼1

f i
expðxiÞ ¼

2

ðN � 1Þt

�
N þ 1

N2ðN � 1Þt

X
k

c2k,

ð3Þ

where f expðxÞ ¼ ck=ðNtÞ with {ck} bin counts in the

histogram.

The Stability Test uses the stability index G to

measure the similarity of the histograms resulting from

all possible anchor position choices, for fixed bin width

t. A global quantity that is sensitive to changes in the

shape of the density (Scott, 1992) is

S ¼

Z
df

dx

� �2

dx ¼

P
kðckþ1 � ckÞ

2

N2t3
. (4)

For a fixed t value, we calculate S
i
for i ¼ 1; . . . ;M,

with M anchor positions. To check if the {S
i
} set

is highly variable (suggesting instability), a variant of

the G index (Marshall and Olkin, 1979) can be used.

We define

qi ¼
Xi

j¼1
Sj=

XM

m¼1
Sm, (5)

where SðjÞ is the jth order statistic, for j ¼ 1; . . . ;M, and

q0 ¼ 0. The pairs {j/M, q
j
} draw a curve in the unit

square and we define the stability index G as twice the

area below this curve: G 2 ð0; 1 and values greater than

0.85 are usually interpreted as representing stable bin

widths.
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An optimal bin width t must satisfy both the two

statistical criteria. We have validated the CV-G method

by many tests with random data generated by various

density functions and we applied it to the SAMPEX/

PET data analysis, changing the histogram window

DTmax from 10 h to 250 h (with steps of 1 h) and the bin

width t from 30 s to 10 h (with steps of 10min).

We found that a bin width t�123 h and a temporal

window DTmax � 150 h have to be chosen to estimate a

correlation between PBs and EQs in a range of few

hours.

The histograms we illustrated in the previous section

were obtained following this procedure. We choose a DT

bin step of 1 h because we are looking for short-time

precursors, and studied temporal correlation between

PBs and EQs in a time window of 73 days to perform a

more significant statistical analysis.
6. Discussion and conclusions

Although low-frequency EMEs have been observed

on the ground and in space before strong EQs, their

preseismic character and postulated contribution to the

lithosphere–ionosphere interactions is far from a final

experimental confirmation. Also the postulated preseis-

mic character of anomalous fluxes of radiation belt

particles are hotly debated. As a contribution to this

debate, an attempt of correlation between anomalous

CRs (PBs) from SAMPEX/PET satellite data and

selected EQs has been carried out.

At this purpose, a specific method of data analysis has

been proposed. For comparisons, we applied our

method to the same SAMPEX Level-2 data (Baker et

al., 1993) already used in a previous work by Aleksan-

drin et al. (2003). In this way, we could check the

method and give useful information for its possible

further optimization. In fact, the detailed description of

the performed analysis and related comparison also

reveals some critical aspects of data processing and

measurement methodology.

The results we have obtained give indication for a

deeper investigation on the subject in order to under-

stand the physical mechanisms involved in the phenom-

enon under study with particular emphasis on the

efficiency of wave–particle interaction mechanisms. At

this purpose, better high-quality particle data are

necessary. Our results also point out the importance of

suitable particle detector-pointing modes and specific

detector physical and technical characteristics.

Concerning the method of analysis, several con-

straints and cuts have been applied to data in order to

exclude, from the correlation, PBs collected inside the

SAA region and/or during ionospheric and magneto-

spheric perturbations caused by non-seismic sources

(background rejection).
Thresholds for EQs magnitude and hypocentral

location have been assumed as well as a suitable altitude

for the EME-particle interaction zone.

In these conditions, PBs of precipitating high-energy

radiation belt electrons are demonstrated to precede,

statistically by some hours, the occurrence of moderate

and strong EQs. No correlation was found between PBs

and other noise sources, as solar and magnetospheric

activities, that could, in principle, cause particle

precipitation.

The above positive PBs–EQs correlations, and in

particular the PBs short-time preseismic character

confirm those carried out with a similar method and

reported in previous papers. But our results also add

useful information on a few critical aspects about

methods of investigation and data analysis. In fact, the

best correlation has been obtained only when using

high-energy particles and with pitch angle near the loss

cone, thus indicating that a relatively long-term long-

itudinal drift and the detector-pointing mode are critical

factors for revealing these EQ precursors. As a

confirmation, negative results were observed in the case

of not suitable satellite-pointing programs, low-energy

particles, and in presence of a poor statistics.

PBs and EQs with |DL| ¼ |LEME-LPB|o0.1 have been

selected. The best estimate of the DL value was

performed by considering the reference altitude z (then,

LEME) as a free parameter and recalculating histograms

for different DL values. A decrease in the confidence

level of the peak in the DT histogram was observed for

jDLjo0:03 and jDLj40:1. This was explained with the

reduction in the number of PBs events and with the

massive presence of EQs with associated LEME values

far away from LPB ones.

The fact that we did not find a significant correlation

at low-energy level could mean either that there are few

seismic-induced precipitations of low-energy particles or

that the observation and correlation techniques are less

efficient than those concerning high-energy particles. In

general, we cannot state that particles are disturbed by

SEME waves at any energy and frequency value. We

think that precipitation takes place only at resonant

frequencies. Moreover, for low-energy PBs, the observa-

tion of precipitation is not guaranteed due to the short-

time duration of the longitudinal particle drift, and to

the drift dispersion in the arrival time of particles at

SAMPEX/PET. For these reasons, low-energy PBs seem

not to be very effective as seismic precursors. That is

why we think that positive PBs–EQs correlations

obtained only at high energies could indicate a selectivity

order in the phenomenology under study. On the

contrary, should correlations be observed at any energy

level, this could be a sign of an accidental phenomenon.

Of course EQs are not the only possible source but an

adding source of particle precipitation correlations. That

is why we took into consideration many non-seismic
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causes such as X-rays, solar emission bursts, and

geomagnetic storms. Geomagnetic (Ap) and solar activity

(SID) indices have been used to monitor these events.

None of these sources give evident correlation except two

geomagnetic storms caused by strong interplanetary

shock waves (February 21th, 1994 and August 20th,

1998) accompanied by significant injection in the

magnetosphere of energetic electron. For this reason,

PBs detected in these two periods have been excluded

from the study. The geomagnetic micropulsation activity

is strongly connected to Ap changes (Smirnova, 1999);

then, a further analysis has been performed comparing

the temporal behavior of PBEHI and geomagnetic Ap

index. No evident correlation has been found in this case.

Results suggest that in addition to a suitable detector-

pointing mode and a long-term particle longitudinal

drift, another important factor to use PBs as EQ

precursors is the simultaneous PBs detection of both

high-energy electrons and protons. In fact, in principle,

we think that the opposite drift direction of positive and

negative charged particles and the expected drift disper-

sion in the arrival time of these particles (the temporal

profile is expected to be dependent upon the separation

longitude of EQ and satellite) could allow the location of

SEME wave–particle interaction zone (i.e., the PBs space

source) to be identified. To check this hypothesis, a new

study is needed and with better high-quality data, which

are not available from PET instrument.

Results of the present study, although not exhaustive

for a complete confirmation of the preseismic character of

EME waves detected in the ionosphere–magnetosphere

transition zone, give useful and adding information with

respect to the rare previous studies of similar quality.

A few LEO satellite observations seem to confirm the

possibility to detect PBs caused by preseismic ULF/ELF

EME waves, corroborating the importance of a scientific

project for a suitable method of data analysis and for a

dedicated space mission devoted to identify PBs and

SEME short-term EQ precursors.

In this regard, the DEMETER mission (Parrot, 2002)

of the French Space Agency (CNES) has been launched

on June 2004 and the ARINA (Picozza, 2003) experi-

ment (sponsored by an international consortium led by

the University of Rome, ‘‘Tor Vergata’’, Italy) will be

launched on September 2005. A new mission (ESPER-

IA) is under a selection procedure by the Italian Space

Agency (ASI). The ESPERIA Phase A Study has already

been performed by a consortium of several teams led by

the University Roma Tre, Italy (Sgrigna, 2001).
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